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Hi everyone. It must be spring; the flowers are in bloom, the Boston Bruins are
heading deeper into the NHL playoffs and the Toronto Maple Leafs are
booking their tee-off times (but more on that later). That also means it is time

for the June edition of the IBA Leisure Industries Section Newsletter. But before we get
to the serious stuff, there have been some pretty outrageous travel stories so far this
year. Did you hear the one about the man who impersonated an Air France pilot and
tried to ride in the jump seat? Apparently he was not quite as smooth as Frank Abagnale
Jr as the crew became immediately suspicious of his claims when he couldn’t work out
how to open the jump seat. Not quite enough of an adventure for a Spielberg film, but
you never know what can happen in Hollywood. And there was also a woman who
boarded a flight from Los Angeles to New York then proceeded to sing the Whitney
Houston song ‘I will always love you’ over and over again, out of tune and at the top of
her voice. Needless to say, the flight made an unscheduled stop en route so that the
woman could be removed. It is unconfirmed, but I have a feeling the pilot received a
standing ovation for refusing to listen to another encore. 

On a side note, travel issues have been all over the Toronto news as of late as Porter
Airlines has tabled a proposal to bring jets to Toronto’s island airport. This has sparked a
fierce debate in the city about the impact of traffic, noise and pollution caused by
airports in densely populated urban centres. On the other hand, many downtown
business folks, have praised the fact that it is possible to leave their office and take-off
within an hour. A report on the issue is due later this year which will surely attract global
attention as cities try to find the right balance between the convenience of air travel and
the effects of airports on neighbouring communities. 

Despite these interesting news stories, all eyes have been on Boston as of late due to
the tragic events precipitated by cowardly acts of terrorism. The targets were innocent
victims participating in the Boston Marathon, which every year attracts participants
from every corner of the planet eager to take part in one of the world’s premiere athletic
events. We have been here before, in New York City, London, Madrid and Bali. Each
time it is an opportunity for citizens, industry and government, and the heroes among
them, to step up and renounce fear in favour of hope. As a personal anecdote, I was in
New York City during the ‘Anthrax Weekend’, but you wouldn’t have known it as the
streets were teeming with people who refused to sit idly at home in a state of collective
paralysis. Similarly, just a few weeks after the Boston Marathon, right here at home, the
Toronto Marathon proceeded as planned in solidarity with Bostonians and their inspira-
tional drive to stand strong and carry on. 

From the Chair
Brenda Pritchard,
Gowling Lafleur Henderson, Toronto
brenda.pritchard@gowlings.com



I know that we are all looking forward to the IBA Annual Conference this October in
Boston in order to show a similar display of solidarity. No doubt the Boston tourism
industry will prove itself resilient despite the inevitable tightening up of security. It
should be another fantastic conference; the Leisure Industries Section will be presenting
and co-presenting four sessions and I urge you to attend them all, but equally as impor-
tant is to find time catch up with friends and meet new ones. That being said, I can’t wait
to see you all there! In the meantime; BOSTON. STRONG. (Of course, they didn’t have
to be quite as strong as they were when they dashed the Toronto Maple Leafs hopes of
making it to the second round of the Stanley Cup playoffs.)
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On 17 April 2013 the Court of Appeal handed
down its long awaited judgment in the Olympic
Airlines v ACG Acquisition XX LLC1 case. The
case has generated much interest among the
aviation community and this recent judgment is
likely to be welcomed by lessors and financiers
seeking to rely on contractual mechanisms in
order to manage risk and responsibility.

Background

In August 2008, ACG Acquisition XX
LLC (‘ACG’), the aircraft lessor, agreed to
lease a 17-year-old Boeing 737-300
aircraft to Greek flag-carrying airline,
Olympic Airlines (‘Olympic’), the lessee.
The lease was a five year ‘dry’ operating
lease in which Olympic agreed to accept
the aircraft on an ‘as is, where is’ basis.
ACG undertook to deliver the aircraft in
an airworthy condition, suitable for
commercial service and in compliance
with various other requirements. On 19
August 2008, Olympic duly executed a
Certificate of Acceptance which, in accor-
dance with the lease, constituted
conclusive proof that it had accepted
delivery of the aircraft. On the same day,
ACG accepted redelivery of the aircraft
from its previous operator, AirAsia.

Following delivery the aircraft
commenced commercial service almost
immediately. However, shortly after,
problems began to appear: in a pre-flight
inspection in Athens on 6 September

2008, inspectors uncovered corrosion and
various other defects with the aircraft,
including a broken spoiler cable on the
left wing. The Greek Civil Aviation
Authority (the ‘CAA’) promptly suspended
the aircraft’s airworthiness certificate. The
aircraft was grounded and Olympic
refused to pay rent.

Olympic sent the aircraft to Europe
Aviation, a facility selected by the lessor
for repair. However, the aircraft was not
repaired to the standard required by the
CAA and in October, Olympic ceased
trading. In March 2010, ACG terminated
the lease and sought redelivery of the
aircraft and damages. 

The High Court decision2

ACG claimed that Olympic was liable for
payment of rent and maintenance
reserves totalling US$4.6m for the period
up until redelivery, and US$6.9m in
damages for loss of rent from return until
the expiry date of the lease. Olympic
counterclaimed damages for breach of
contract, claiming that the aircraft was
not, in fact, in the delivery condition
required by the lease. In particular,
Olympic argued that the aircraft was not
‘airworthy’. They claimed €6.8m to cover
the cost of hiring a replacement aircraft
and the cost associated with attempting to
return the aircraft to an airworthy condi-
tion. In the alternative, Olympic claimed:

Case note: Olympic Airlines v ACG
Acquisition
James Ball
Bird & Bird, London
james.ball@twobirds.com
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firstly, that it was entitled to reclaim rent
and maintenance reserves on the basis
that there was a total failure of considera-
tion and, secondly, that the lease was
frustrated on termination of the aircraft’s
airworthiness certificate by the CAA.

ACG further claimed that, in the event
that the Court found that the aircraft was
not airworthy or in the delivery condition
required, Olympic had signed the
Certificate of Acceptance, which consti-
tuted conclusive proof that the aircraft
complied with the conditions required
under the lease at the time of delivery.
Hence, Olympic’s acceptance meant that
it should be prevented from succeeding in
its claim, either on the basis of contractual
agreement or under the principle of
estoppel by representation.

The Court did not agree with ACG’s
contractual argument, namely that execu-
tion of the Certificate of Acceptance
constituted conclusive proof that the
aircraft was in the required condition at
delivery. It said that the Conclusive Proof
Clause made no direct reference to the
required delivery conditions of the
aircraft, as detailed in Clause 4.2 and
Schedule 2 of the lease. Instead, the effect
of the Clause was to waive any rights that
Olympic might have had to refuse to
accept the aircraft. It did not preclude
Olympic from claiming damages for
ACG’s failure to deliver the aircraft in
accordance with the required delivery
conditions.

However, the Court did accept ACG’s
alternative argument in relation to estop-
pel by representation. It held that
representations made by Olympic in the
Certificate of Acceptance were such that it
would be inequitable for Olympic to
subsequently be allowed to allege that the
aircraft did not comply with the lease
conditions. It emphasised that Olympic
had ample opportunity to inspect and test

the aircraft before it accepted delivery.
Further, Olympic was aware that upon
signing the Certificate of Acceptance,
ACG would rely upon representations
made in the Certificate in order to accept
redelivery from AirAsia. ACG, in relying
on such representations, was acting to its
detriment, since it would no longer have
the right to refuse redelivery on grounds
of the aircraft not being in the required
condition. The Court also found against
Olympic’s alternative arguments in
relation to failure of consideration and
frustration.

The Court of Appeal decision

Olympic appealed the decision of the
High Court. It claimed that the Judge was
wrong to find that the provisions of the
lease agreement and Certificate of
Acceptance, whilst ineffective at amount-
ing to contractual estoppel, nevertheless
amounted to estoppel by representation.
ACG reiterated its argument from the
earlier hearing, namely, that of contrac-
tual estoppel.

In handing down its judgment, the
Court of Appeal found that the lower
Court had come to the correct conclusion
but had done so using incorrect reason-
ing. 

Allocation of risk and responsibility

The Judge began by explaining the
dangers of drawing parallels between
aircraft operating ‘dry’ leases and similar
maritime documents, such as time
charters of ships. He referenced the case
of Pindell v AirAsia,3 in which he empha-
sised such dangers.

He went on to give a detailed analysis
of the position of the lessor in aircraft
transactions. He noted that a lessor’s role
was essentially a financial one. It does not,
except for the brief interim between



leases, get involved with the operation of
the aircraft. Lessees, however, are respon-
sible for the day-to-day operation of the
aircraft. 

The Judge then discussed the complex-
ities associated with risk allocation in
aviation transactions. He stated that:

‘the complexity of a modern
passenger aircraft is such that, in
the absence of some contractual
mechanism whereby compliance
with the contractually required
delivery condition can be conclu-
sively determined, parties to leases
such as this could face years of
uncertainty as to the allocation of
responsibility for defects of which
neither of them were aware on
delivery.’

The Judge noted that because of such
complexities, industry practice is such
that the lessee elects whether or not to
accept lease of an aircraft, notwithstand-
ing the fact that it may later transpire that
the aircraft did not comply with the
required delivery conditions. He went on
to note that, in this situation both parties
acknowledged that a full inspection of the
aircraft was impossible. It would take a
complete disassembly in order to be sure
that the aircraft was free from any undis-
covered defects.

Therefore, the Judge acknowledged
that parties to aviation transactions must
agree upon allocation of risk and respon-
sibility in the contractual documentation.
The question before the Court in this
instance was whether the contractual
mechanisms put in place by ACG were
enough to achieve such end?

The contractual estoppel argument

The Court of Appeal agreed with ACG’s
contractual estoppel argument and, in

doing so, confirmed that ACG’s contrac-
tual mechanisms for allocating risk and
responsibility were effective.
Consequently, Olympic’s execution of the
Certificate of Acceptance was conclusive
proof that it had accepted the aircraft and
it was precluded from subsequently alleg-
ing that it was not satisfactory.

The Judge felt that there was no
ambiguity surrounding the wording of
the Certificate of Acceptance or the lease.
Despite this, the lower Court had failed to
give such wording its clear meaning and
effect. The Judge noted that the wording
of the Certificate of Acceptance was not
entirely consistent with the Conclusive
Proof Clause in relation to examination of
the aircraft. However, he said that this was
irrelevant, stating:

‘it is implicit in the Certificate of
Acceptance, read with the lease,
that the lessee has indeed
examined and investigated the
aircraft or that it is content to
confirm the aircraft’s condition
without such an examination.’

As discussed above, the High Court found
that the Conclusive Proof Clause did not
make express reference to Clause 4.2 or
Schedule 2 to the lease. This led it to
conclude that the Clause did not preclude
Olympic from claiming damages for
breach of ACG’s obligations as to the
required condition of the aircraft.
However, the Court of Appeal felt that
such express reference did not matter:

‘Clause 7.9 refers to Clause 4.2 and
to Schedule 2 by clear implication.
That the reference is not express
does not, I think, mean that the
reference is insufficiently clear nor
does it prevent the words being
given their natural meaning. Their
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natural meaning is that the aircraft
has been examined and investi-
gated, that it has been found in the
condition required for delivery, and
that it has accordingly been
accepted on (or for) lease.’

Thus, the Court of Appeal agreed with
the High Court in relation to the
Conclusive Proof Clause, specifically that
it confirmed Olympic’s acceptance of the
aircraft and the obligation to begin to pay
rent, but, crucially, the Court of Appeal
found that the Clause went further still. It
took a more commercial stance and said
that it also had the effect of precluding
Olympic from alleging that the aircraft
was not in compliance with the conditions
required under the lease, preventing
Olympic from claiming damages. The
Court said that:

‘Clause 7.9 and the associated
Certificate of Acceptance is a very
elaborate mechanism if all it
achieves is conclusive proof that the
lessee has accepted delivery and
thus the obligation to begin to pay
rent, but has not accepted that the
aircraft was in fact in the condition
required to trigger an obligation to
accept delivery.’

Conclusion and impact

The Court of Appeal decision has been
welcomed by members of the aviation
community and, in particular, by finan-
ciers and lessors seeking to rely on
contractual provisions for risk allocation,
including ‘as is, where is’ and conclusive
proof clauses. In arriving at its judgment,
The Court of Appeal has demonstrated
that it has a sound commercial under-
standing of the realities facing aircraft
lessors. It acknowledged the distinction
between aircraft and shipping transac-
tions and identified the complexities
facing parties to aircraft lease agreements.
In particular it noted that dismantling an
aircraft for full investigation before
acceptance is commercially unrealistic.
Thus, it has given credence to the
contractual mechanisms relied upon to
establish certainty by aviation lessors and
financiers.

Notes

1. Olympic Airlines SA (in special liquidation) v
ACG Acquisition XX LLC (2013) EWCA Civ
369

2. ACG Acquisition XX LLC v Olympic Airlines
(in special liquidation) (2012) EWHC 1070
(Comm)

3. Pindell v AirAsia (2011) 2 ALL ER (Comm)
396
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In this article the authors make out the case for
legalising hotel casinos in the Ukraine.

Introduction

Gambling is an issue which has been
painful for many hoteliers in Ukraine for
some years. Since June 2009 gambling has
been prohibited by the moratorium
imposed under Ukraine law ‘On
Prohibition of Gambling Business in
Ukraine’. But it looks as though the high
economic demand for gambling business
experienced by fashionable and luxury
hotels may be satisfied by a legislative
initiative in the Ukrainian parliament,
namely the draft law ‘On Gambling’. It is
anticipated that this will create a legal
framework that will finally allow gambling
to be carried out in an open and transpar-
ent manner.

Consequences of a legal vacuum

All casinos, slot machines, sports betting,
interactive gambling, and electronic
virtual casinos are banned under the
moratorium. Although the legislator,
when enacting that law, was guided by
good intentions and a desire to protect
society from the negative effects of
gambling, in practice, things have turned
out the reverse.

In particular, many casinos and
gambling centres began to operate
outside the law, depriving the Ukraine
state treasury of millions of hryvnia in tax
revenue, while the players still continued
to suffer the negative effects of the game.
As a consequence everyone shared the
losses: the state, the players/gamblers and
those legitimate businesses which wanted
to establish open, transparent and fair
games.

As the moratorium was adopted
foreign investors and Ukrainian business
filed numerous claims against the
Ukrainian state authorities requiring
reimbursement of sums for the unused
period of gambling licences cancelled due
to the moratorium but without success.
After such unsuccessful attempts foreign
investors regarded the political and
regulatory climate in Ukraine as unstable.

In the current vacuum anyone who
operates a gambling business risks fines of
at least UAH 8m (approx. US$1m) and
faces the confiscation of their gambling
equipment and all of their profit will be
forfeit to the state.

Currently we have a choice, we can
accept the status quo or we can adopt the
legislative amendments contained in the
draft law which are discussed below.

Hotel casinos: Is the game worth
the candle?
Timur Bondaryev
Arzinger Law Office, Ukraine 
timur.bondaryev@arzinger.ua

Lada Shelkovnikova
Arzinger Law Office, Ukraine
lada.shelkovnikova@arzinger.ua
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Hotels: Leaders in the struggle for
casinos

The draft law provides that preference will
be granted to hotels who wish to establish
casinos. In particular, it is envisaged that
Ukraine will be divided into areas: resort
areas (the Autonomous Republic of the
Crimea (ARC) and the main resort towns
Bukovel, Truskavets, Morshyn,
Mukachevo) and the rest of the territory
of Ukraine. In that part of the Ukraine
which does not belong to the resort areas,
casinos will be permitted in 4–5 star hotels
which have more than 100 rooms. And
within the resort areas casinos will be
permitted in hotels of 3–5 star category
with more than 60 rooms. To date, the
draft law ‘On Gambling’ provides the
possibility of establishing a casino in a
separate building without linking it to the
hotel, provided the area of the gambling
hall is at least 500 square metres.

Such preference is given to hotels due
to the legislators’ view that it is fashion-
able and luxury (4–5 star) hotels which
will be able to provide the proper equip-
ment and software to gamble fairly
without manipulation of games’ results.
In addition, high end hotels will filter out
inappropriate clients.

It is certainly the case that it is the 4–5
star hotels which need this preference the
most in order to compensate for losses
related to low occupancy rates.

It is impossible to underestimate the
importance of this issue because the 4–5
star hotel sector in the non-resort cities of
Ukraine are suffering in the current
economic climate. Low visitor numbers
and a lack of domestic and foreign
tourists coupled with high competition in
the market have resulted in low demand
for hotel services. As a result these hotels
desperately need a decent alternative to
hotel services and casinos will fulfil this
need.

Legislative initiatives on gambling

Licensing 

Under the draft law hoteliers will have to
obtain a licence from the casino gambling
regulator. The proposed cost of the
licence will be UAH 40m although, to be
fair, it should be noted that this amount is
paid quarterly over the term of the seven-
year licence.

Gambling without a licence will be 
even more expensive. Such an offence 
will be punishable with a fine of UAH
80m (approx. US$10m), the confiscation
of gambling equipment and the forfeit of
all profits from such gambling to the 
state.

Equipment certification and patenting

To prevent physical interference with
game results, and thus ensure achieve-
ment of a truly fair game, all the casino
equipment (tables, slot machines, cylin-
ders, software) must be certified in
accordance with technical standards,
including those which set limits for
audible noise, electromagnetic emission
and radiation.

In addition, the casino will be obliged
to undergo annual testing of equipment
for compliance with the required
standards. And if the testing reveals that
the software or hardware has been inter-
fered with this will lead to a fine of UAH
300,000 (approx. US$35,000), and confis-
cation of equipment.

A casino will be obliged to register
every gambling table and pay fees in
accordance with the rates set by local self-
governments authorities (which is
believed to be about US$1,500 per table).
The casino must also be registered and
have at least ten gambling tables, which
significantly increases the cost of keeping
the casino, given the size of the proposed
fee for each table.



Moreover, in order to obtain a licence
the equipment must be purchased
outright by the casino or form part of its
initial charter capital. Alternatively, if the
equipment is purchased by virtue of a
loan facility, it must be confirmed that
such equipment will become the property
of the casino in the future.

Net assets of the casino

The net assets of the casino operator at
the end of each fiscal year within the term
of the licence must be not less than UAH
10m. It should be noted that maintenance
of net assets at the UAH 10m level is
going to be a challenge, especially given
the fact that in the first few years casinos
will struggle to attract a sufficiently large
enough clientele and to establish
themselves in the market while at the
same time paying the required licence
fees. It would seem sensible therefore to
provide a period of grace for each casino
to achieve the specified level of net assets,
perhaps three to five years.

Casino prize funds

It is proposed that the casino prize funds
should be placed in a separate bank
account of the operator or within the
casino cash desk, where at the end of each
working day there must be no less than
UAH 500,000. This amount has to be
withdrawn from the cash flow of the
casino and frozen in the account of the
casino operator on behalf of the lucky
winners on the night. In addition, to
avoid any manipulation of the funds won,
the draft law requires payment of funds to
the winners to be carried out within three
working days.

Rules of the game

It is very important to ensure that the
casino is not able to manipulate the rules

of the game, thus the relevant rules must
be approved by the licensing authority or
by the so-called National Provider of
Casino Entertainment.

It is the legislators’ intent to compre-
hensively regulate the technical and
financial side of the gambling business
and any failure to comply will result in
penalties, fines and confiscation. As a
consequence it will be better to play fair or
not play at all.

Lottery terminals – alternatives to
slot machines

Although currently it is impossible to
establish a fully operational casino, never-
theless some gambling is permissible
under the Ukraine law ‘On State
Lotteries in Ukraine’ which came into
force on 6 October 2012 and offered the
opportunity of gambling by means of so-
called lottery terminals. This law allows
businesses and individuals (acting as
distributors of the state lotteries) to equip
establishments with lottery terminals to
take stakes from players and pass them
information on stakes from the operator
of state lotteries. Lottery terminals look
similar to ordinary slot machines,
gambling on which is prohibited accord-
ing to the Law of Ukraine ‘On
Prohibition of Gambling Business in
Ukraine’. However, due to the fact that
the lottery terminals use different
technology and software and are
connected to a central electronic betting
system they are not identical to slot
machines, and therefore not subject to
the moratorium.

The technological difference is that slot
machines contain devices and/or software
which independently determined the
results of the draw and the amount of
prize, while results at lottery terminals are
determined by a central electronic system.
In this case the lottery terms are defined

170 [2013] T R A V E L L A W Q U A R T E R L Y
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by the operator of lotteries in accordance
with the aforesaid Law.

Pursuant to the Law, lotteries may be
carried out only by licensed operators. To
date, there are only four operators in the
Ukrainian market. The requirements to
become an operator are very stringent:
the operator must have had experience in
the manufacturing and performance of
state lotteries in the lottery market in
Ukraine for at least ten years, have at least
5,000 operating lottery terminals, at least
5,000 points of lottery distribution, and to
have a permanent operating unit within
each city of a population of over 500,000
people.

However, in order to operate lottery
terminals, there is no need to acquire a

lottery operator licence; it is enough to
become a so-called lottery distributor
under a contract with an existing opera-
tor. This form of distribution does not
require any permission and therefore, any
person or any hotelier can obtain such
status simply by virtue of entering into
agreement with the operator.

There is no doubt that Ukraine needs
to revive the gambling business. It gener-
ates billions of hryvnia revenue and
thousands of jobs and it will support the
development of hotel business in the
Ukraine and attract foreign investment.
Hoteliers should not wait passively for
change but lobby for the draft law to be
enacted.
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Introduction

In its recent decision in Lavier v MyTravel
Canada Holidays Inc, 2013 ONCA 92, the
Court of Appeal for Ontario, Canada,
denied class counsel’s request for
additional fees after the exhaustion of the
claims process resulting from a settlement
of a class action. The class action was on
behalf of Canadian travellers to hotels in
the Dominican Republic who allegedly
became ill from an outbreak of norovirus
in 2004–2005. In its decision, the Court
provided guidelines on the award of class
counsel fees and warned against awarding
fees that are disproportionate to the
benefits actually provided to class
members as a result of the settlement.

Background

Suzanne Lavier booked a travel package
with MyTravel Canada Holidays Inc to
travel to a resort in the Dominican
Republic in January 2005. Ms Lavier
claimed that she suffered various
gastrointestinal symptoms while staying at
the resort and started an action under the
Ontario Class Proceedings Act 1992, SO
1992, c.6 against the tour operator on

behalf of all passengers who booked travel
packages to stay at the resort over a seven
month period during the 2004–2005
season. Ms Lavier alleged that the tour
provider was negligent in sending class
members to the resort when there was an
outbreak of norovirus.

Justice Perell of the Ontario Superior
Court of Justice initially dismissed Ms
Laver’s motion to certify the action as a
class proceeding. Justice Perell expressed
reservations about whether a tour opera-
tor could ever have a duty to provide class
members with a ‘disease free, virus free’
holiday, and found that the proposed class
definition was overbroad. He further
concluded that the numerous individual
issues remaining after a common issues
trial meant that a class proceeding would
not be preferable to individual actions. Ms
Lavier successfully appealed Justice
Perell’s decision on the preferability issue
but did not convince the appellate court
to restore the original class definition.
The certification question was accordingly
sent back before Justice Perell for certifi-
cation on the basis of a reduced class –
that is, all Canadian passengers (except
for passengers from the province of
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Quebec) who stayed at the resort over a
three-and-a-half month period and who
had not already signed a release from the
tour operator. This smaller class included
approximately 4,000 passengers, less than
half the class size originally proposed.

Settlement agreement

After the appellate court sent the case back
to Justice Perell for certification, the
parties agreed to settle. The settlement
was concluded after long negotiations and
without any admission of liability by the
tour operator. Under the terms of the
settlement agreement, the tour operator
established a settlement fund of
CAN$2.25m from which class members
could submit a claim for set amounts
depending on the length of time they
claimed to have had gastrointestinal
symptoms during their holiday. Class
members whose symptoms lasted only two
days did not need to present any medical
documents to support their illness, but
could simply submit a statement attesting
to their experience. Class members whose
symptoms were of longer duration had to
produce a record from a physician, and
were then entitled to a higher set payment
or to seek arbitration. The tour operator
also agreed to pay an initial counsel fee of
CAN$600,000 to class counsel over and
above the settlement fund.

If the claims of class members exceeded
the funds available for settlement, the
settlement agreement provided that the
compensation to eligible claimants would
be prorated. If, on the other hand, any
money remained in the settlement fund
after all eligible claims by all class
members were paid, class counsel could
apply to the court for an additional
counsel fee. Any money that remained in
the settlement fund at the end of the
process would revert to the tour operator,

which reserved the right to oppose any
application by class counsel for an
additional fee.

The court has to approve any settle-
ment under the Class Proceedings Act,
1992. As such, Justice Perell certified the
action as a class proceeding on consent
and subsequently issued an order approv-
ing the settlement agreement. In his
reasons for the settlement approval order
(2011 ONSC 1222), Justice Perell
concluded that the settlement was in the
best interest of class members but
acknowledged “the possibility that the
take up will be low and the residue corre-
spondingly high” and that the “final
assessment of the quality of the settlement
will depend upon the degree of take-up”.
Justice Perell also noted that additional
class counsel fees could only be justified if
there was, among other things, a reason-
able take-up of the settlement’s benefits:

‘Class Counsel have earned their
fee to date and will have to justify
any additional fees including
demonstrating that there was a
reasonable take-up of the benefits
of the settlement.’

Request for additional counsel fee

Of the 4,000 class members with potential
claims, only 354 class members actually
submitted an eligible claim. This meant
that the settlement had a take-up rate of
roughly nine per cent. The overwhelming
majority of claims (279 or 79 per cent)
were paid to class members who did not
submit medical documentation support-
ing the claim of illness during their
vacation. As a result, the total amount of
payments to class members from the
CAN$2m settlement fund was just over
CAN$333,000. 



Despite the low take-up rate, class
counsel applied for additional counsel
fees in the amount of CAN$395,000. If
approved, class counsel would have
received a total counsel fee of CAN
$995,000 – almost three times the amount
paid out of the settlement fund.

Justice Perell granted class counsel’s
application for additional counsel fees
(2012 ONSC 1673). Justice Perell agreed
with the tour operator’s submissions that
he needed to consider the take-up rate.
However, he relied on case law from the
United States – Boeing v Van Gemert, 444
US 472 (1980) and Masters v Wilmelmina
Model Inc, 473 F.3d 423 (2007, 2nd Cir) –
and Quebec – BMG Musique (Canada) Inc v
Guilbert, 2007 QCCS 432, aff ’d 2009
QCCA 231 – that focused on the notional
total value of funds available to class
members in the settlement rather than
the actual take-up rate when determining
appropriate counsel fees.

The tour operator appealed this
decision to the Court of Appeal of
Ontario.

The Court of Appeal’s decision

In its 14 February 2013 decision, the
Court of Appeal set aside Justice Perell’s
decision and directed the claims adminis-
trator to return the CAN$395,000 left in
the settlement fund to the tour operator.

The Court of Appeal reaffirmed its
previous holding in Gagne v Silcorp, 1998
CanLII 1584 that in order to approve any
counsel fee, class counsel had to show that
the counsel fee was ‘fair and reasonable in
all the circumstances of the case.’ The
Court of Appeal acknowledged that fixing
counsel fees in class proceedings is ‘an art,
not a science’, and the court had to rely
on a number of ‘yardsticks’ to come up
with a counsel fee that was fair and
reasonable, including a consideration of

whether the counsel fee was proportional
to the risk undertaken and the results
achieved. The Court of Appeal stressed
that this proportionality was necessary to
ensure that class counsel did not become
the principal beneficiaries of any settle-
ment.

In the present case, the Court of
Appeal found that Justice Perell had
identified all of the proper factors to
consider when assessing whether the
additional counsel fee was ‘fair and
reasonable’. He had however not
adequately recognised the importance of
the take-up rate, which led to a counsel
fee that was ‘manifestly disproportionate
to the results actually achieved for the
class’:

‘The starting point for the
‘yardsticks’ analysis must be recog-
nition of the result achieved for
people who fell ill at the resort. In
this case, the result was that
approximately nine per cent of the
class received compensation
through the efforts of Class Counsel
and this compensation amount to
about one-sixth of the total negoti-
ated fund. This is not a spectacular
result.’

The Court of Appeal held that, in the
circumstances of this case – where it was
clear that the vast majority of class
members did not actually become ill at the
resort and did not claim any compensa-
tion from the settlement fund – the actual
amount paid to class members was the
better measure of the success of the settle-
ment.

The Court of Appeal also rejected class
counsel’s argument that the additional fee
was required to take account of the litiga-
tion risk involved with taking on the
action. The Court of Appeal held that the
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litigation risk ended with the conclusion
of the settlement agreement and was
accounted for in the initial counsel fee.

Commentary

This decision provides an important
check on the Ontario practice of awarding
premiums to class counsel to account for
the risks involved in bringing a class
proceeding. While the court will continue

to award a premium where warranted,
the court must ensure that the total
counsel fees are proportionate with the
results actually achieved for the class. If
the court awards a counsel fee without
due regard to the actual benefit to class
members of the action, the court runs the
risk of making class counsel the main
beneficiary of the proceeding. 



Monday 1430 – 1730
Private equity – private pastimes
Presented by the Corporate and M&A Law Committee,
the Leisure Industries Section and the North American
Regional Forum
Private equity and other forms of financing in hotels,
resorts, casinos and amusement parks.
Tuesday 1430 – 1730

‘Gym bunnies and advertising hares’ – advertising
health food, drinks and supplements – what you
can, can’t and must say
Presented by the Healthcare and Life Sciences Law
Committee, the Leisure Industries Section and the
Product Law Advertising Committee

This session will discuss the following:
• health products advertising;
• diet products;
• energy drinks; and
• food supplements.

Wednesday 1430 – 1730
Online gaming or gambling? Blurring the line
between social media, entertainment and
gambling
Presented by the Criminal Law Committee, the Leisure
Industries Section, the North American Regional Forum
and the Technology Law Committee
Exploring the evolving relationship between online
gaming, online gambling, entertainment and social
media and the legal implications of the new sector.

Thursday 1430 – 1730
Revision of EC Regulation 261 on passenger rights
Presented by the Aviation Law Committee, the
European Regional Forum and the Leisure Industries
Section
Regulation 261/2004 introduced important new rights
for air passengers in the event of being denied board-
ing, long delays and cancellations. The Regulation took
effect in 2005 and sets a minimum level of quality
standards which the airlines have to live up to, in order
to protect passengers.

Ever since the Regulation came into force, airlines have
been seeking juridical redress to avoid its application
with the effect that the European Court of Justice
delivered interpretations which were not always
considered to be in line with pre-existing law.

The revision process of Regulation 261/2004 began in
2012. Will the EU take the concerns of the industry
into consideration and what are these concerns? Will
the new Regulation foresee provisions for better
enforcement, and why would this be necessary? The
panel will try to seek a compromise on these and other
questions, or is a compromise just not feasible?
Regulation 261/2004 and its revision is not only appli-
cable to EU airlines and passengers but to all airlines
and passengers departing from an EU airport regard-
less of their nationality. Hence, although this is EU
legislation, it will have an effect on the industry world-
wide and is thus a reason for worldwide opposition.
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